Although the effects of anthropogenic noise on animal communication have been studied widely, most 9 research on the effect of noise in communication has been on communication in a single modality. 10
[8] for a discussion of the terms). When signals have components in multiple modalities with the same 31 meaning, communication may be more robust in noisy conditions [9] . 32
Communication under noisy conditions has been a major focus of research recently because of 33 concerns with the effects of anthropogenic noise on animal behavior. Noise generated by human 34 activities can drown out animal signals [10, 11] , change the characteristics of signals [12, 13] and impact 35 fitness negatively as a result [14] [15] [16] . Most of the research on the effect of noise on signals has been 36 focused on signals in a single modality; how noise affects multimodal signals is not well studied [17] . 37
Multi-modal signaling may offer animals some flexibility in dealing with noise. If animals have 38 multi-modal and redundant signals, they may shift their signaling from the noisy modality to the other, 39 less noisy modality [7] , and receivers may pay more attention to the less noisy modality [18] . There are 40 only a few studies however that test whether such multi-modal shifts occur in nature and whether they 41 are based on plasticity in signaling behaviors [19] . 42
In the present study, we examine multi-modal signaling of aggressive intent in song sparrows 43 (Melospiza melodia). Males signal their aggressive intent with two signals: low amplitude "soft" songs 44 and rapid fluttering of the wings called "wing waves". Soft songs (particularly warbled soft songs) and 45 wing waves are often given together as part of a multi-modal display called "puff-sing-wave" [20] such 46 that the rates of the two displays are correlated across individuals. The rate at which wing waves and 47 soft songs are given both predict a subsequent attack on a taxidermic mount [21-23], indicating that 48 they are redundant. 49
There are two types of soft songs: warbled and crystallized soft songs. Crystallized soft songs 50 are simply regular broadcast songs sung at a low amplitude, while warbled soft songs are not found in 51 the regular broadcast song repertoire, have a distinct syntax and notes not commonly found in 52 crystallized soft songs, and are sung at lower amplitude than crystallized soft songs, never at broadcast 53 amplitudes [24] (see Figure 1 ). Although the two different types are often given in the same stream of 54 acoustic signaling, warbled soft songs appear to be the effective element signaling aggressive intent: 55
Males respond more aggressively to warbled soft songs than to loud songs [25, 26], but do not respond 56 more aggressively to crystallized soft songs than to loud songs [27] . 57
We test two hypotheses on the use of multi-modal signaling under noise during agonistic 58 interactions with a simulated intruder. The multi-modal shift hypothesis [7] predicts that when 59 confronted with an intruder in noisy acoustic conditions, males should increase their signaling effort in 60 the visual modality (i.e., increase rates of wing waves) since the visual signals would not be affected by 61 acoustic noise. Simultaneously they are expected to decrease acoustic signaling via soft songs. The back-62 up signal hypothesis, predicts that when faced with noise in one modality signalers should increase 63 signal redundancy to maximize transmission of information [9] . Under this hypothesis we expect a 64 stronger correlation between the visual and acoustic signals in experimentally increased acoustic noise. 65
Materials and Methods 66
We tested 24 male song sparrows holding territories in Discovery Park, Seattle, in June 2019. 67
The sample size was determined by an a priori power analysis with G*Power [28] to detect an effect size 68 of d=0.6 with β=0.8 based on our previous research demonstrating plasticity in wing wave rates [26, 29] . 69
We tested each subject twice about 24 hrs apart, once with noise and once without noise in a counter-70 balanced order. 71
We prepared the noise stimulus by first generating a white-noise file with Audacity software and 72 then filtering it with the amplitude spectrum of vehicle noise recorded at our site (Marantz PMD660 and 73 Sennheiser ME67/K6 shotgun microphone) using the package seewave [30]; see supplementary material 74 for relative amplitude spectrum and the noise file. Stimulus songs were songs from stranger males 75 recorded at least five years prior (all stimulus birds had disappeared by 2019). Each subject received the 76 same song in both trials. Each stimulus song was used on one subject (except one that was mistakenly 77 used twice). 78
Before each trial we measured the ambient noise according to the methods described in [31] 79 with VLIKE VL6708 Sound level meter (A weighting, fast response). Ambient noise was below 50 dB in all 80 trials. We then staged simulated intrusions via playback of song and a taxidermic mount either with 81 playback of acoustic noise or without. A Bluetooth speaker (VicTsing Inc.) and the mount were taped to 82 a natural perch about 1.5 m off the ground in the territory of the subject at least 15 m away from any 83 boundary. We played the song stimulus from this speaker at a rate of 1 song every 10 seconds and at a 84 maximum amplitude of 85 dB SPL, measured at 1 m with the same equipment as above. The noise 85 stimulus was played from a second speaker (Pignose Model No. 7-100R) placed on the ground directly 86 below the mount, face up, at 75 dB SPL measured at 1 m. These levels create an ambient noise range 87 between 60 to 70 dB SPL within 5m of the mount which corresponds to noise levels on territories near 88 highways [32] . We placed this speaker for both noise and control trials, but only turned it on in noise 89 trials. The noise playback was started once the subject was within 5m of the speaker (all subjects 90 approached to 5 m within 1 minute of their first response) and lasted until the end of the trial including 91 the post-playback period or attack. 92
During the trial we recorded the behavior of the bird (Marantz PMD660 and Sennheiser 93 ME67/K6). Two observers noted wing waves, loud songs, soft songs, and distance to the mount with 94 each flight. Loud and soft determination for soft song was made in the field by an experienced observer 95 (CA) which produces a reliable cut-off point [24] , although the amplitude variation in song sparrow song 96 is continuous. Playback lasted for three minutes or until the subject attacked. If the subject did not 97 attack during playback, we waited for another 2 minutes with no song stimulus (two subjects attacked 98 during this period). The average playback duration (SD) was 147 (64) and 143 (67) seconds for control 99 and noise conditions, respectively. 100
From the recordings, we extracted the proportion of time spent within 1 m of the speaker, and 101 counts of wing waves, loud songs, warbled soft songs and crystallized soft songs. We converted the 102 counts of behavior into rates to account for the unequal observation durations. 103
All analyses were carried out in R (see supplementary materials for code). To test the multi-104 modal shift hypothesis we carried out paired permutation tests (1000 permutations) on wing waves, 105 warbled soft songs, crystallized soft songs and loud songs as the response variables using the package ez 106
[33]. The pairwise slope plots and Gardner-Altman estimation plots (supplementary materials) were 107 made using the website EstimationStats [34] . To test the back-up signal hypothesis we ran a linear 108 mixed model with wing waves as the response variable and subject as the random effect. We entered 109 condition (control vs. noise) and warbled soft songs (continuous) as well as their interaction as predictor 110 variables. We ran a second model using crystallized soft songs instead of warbled soft songs. We also 111 report repeatability of the signaling behaviors calculated with package rptR [35] . 112
Results 113
Song sparrows did not change their overall rate of wing waves or the other signals in response 114 to experimental noise (Table 1, Figure S2 ). The linear mixed model showed a two-way interaction 115 between noise treatment and rates of warbled soft songs (Table 2. Figure 2) : wing waves were 116 significantly and positively correlated with warbled soft songs in the noise treatment (Spearman ρ= 0.56, 117 p=0.004, n=24) but not in the control treatment (Spearman ρ= 0.37, p=0.08, n=24). The linear mixed 118 model with crystallized soft songs showed no significant main effect or interaction effect. Eight and nine 119 subjects attacked the mount during noise and no noise trials, respectively (6 subjects attacked in both 120 trials, 3 only in no noise trials, and 2 only in noise trials). All signaling behaviors were highly repeatable 121 (see supplementary materials). 122
Discussion 123
Song sparrows did not increase the rates of wing waves, their visual signal, when faced with an 124 intruder in acoustically noisy conditions, contrary to the expectation of the multi-modal shift hypothesis. 125
Interestingly a recent study comparing signaling in urban and rural song sparrows found evidence of a 126 potential multi-modal shift: urban song sparrows gave proportionally more wing waves than rural song 127 sparrows in response to an intruder [23] . The present failure to find a multi-modal shift suggests that 128 the multi-modal shift in urban song sparrows is not due to short-term plasticity in response to noise, 129 although it is possible that long-term exposure to noise may still cause a multi-modal shift. 130
We found that the relationship between the rates of wing waves and warbled soft songs 131 became stronger in experimentally administered noise compared to when there was no noise. This is 132 consistent with the back-up signal hypothesis given that two signals of equivalent meaning but in 133 different modalities become more tightly correlated with each other in noise, ensuring redundancy in 134 information transfer. The effect was only present for warbled soft songs, and not crystallized soft songs. 135
This may be because warbled soft songs appear to be the effective signal of aggressive intent, with 136 males specifically responding more aggressively to it [25, 26] . In addition, warbled soft songs tend to 137 have the lowest amplitude (<60 dB SPL at 1m [24]), which may make them more prone to interference 138 from acoustic noise. For these reasons coupling warbled soft songs with wing waves more tightly in 139 noise may enhance the robustness of aggressive signaling for males. It is also possible, albeit speculative 140 at this point, that coupling warbled soft songs more tightly with wing waves under noise may also help 141 to enhance the reception of warbled soft songs by drawing the attention of the receivers to the auditory 142 signal [36, 37] . 143
Although we examined the changes in signaling effort in response to noise, we do not know how 144 the receivers' responses to wing waves and soft songs may change in noisy conditions. Receivers may 145 start paying more attention to the visual signals even in the absence of an overall increase in signaling 146 effort. In a recent aquarium study with the painted goby (Pomatoschistus pictus), visual signaling by 147 males did not increase with added noise (and in fact both acoustic and visual signals were decreased in 148 noise). Females however, appeared to pay more attention to the visual courtship in the noise condition, 149
suggesting that visual signals are potentially more effective under acoustic noise [18, 38] . Furthermore, 150 as in our study, there was a similar increase in the correlation between acoustic and visual signals under crystallized soft songs are structurally identical to broadcast songs but are sung at a lower amplitude. 173
Note the alternating high and low frequency note and the broader frequency range in the warbled soft 174 song. 175 
